Data Logic: Making your
data work for you

in partnership with

Explore how you can innovate through auditing
your property data to make the invisible visible!
• Ensuring data compliance and data quality to support your
corporate strategy and satisfy the board and the regulator.
• The technological alternative to manual management and monitoring.
• Starts October 2022
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The Challenge
• The Housing Regulator is turning it’s attention
to how the quality of data impacts on social
landlords as businesses. Social housing
landlords are now, more than ever, considering
the integrity of their own data and the impact
this may be having for customers, colleagues,
and the management of assets.
• Bad data can lead to poor decision making.
Time is wasted as people try to make sense of
inconsistent data or data that just ‘looks
wrong’. If compliance data is inaccurate there
is a potential risk to the health and well-being
of customers, and the potential for regulatory
downgrade.
• Many organisations have spent time and
money running projects to ‘fix’ their data, only
for inaccuracies to start as soon as the project
has finished.
• How do you find your bad data, fix it, and then
monitor it to make sure that data continues to
be of excellent quality and is compliant? And
how do you do this efficiently and effectively?
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What solution is the DINLab looking to test?
• This DINLab will explore how 3C Data Logic can complete an audit of your asset and
property data so that you can understand the quality and compliance of your data and
consider where to focus your attention.
• Look to identify poor asset and property data including data that is inconsistent, likely to
be inaccurate, incomplete, invalid, irrelevant, or out of date.
• Explore how to streamline your data integrity management, alerting you to potential
issues with your data as and when they arise so they can be resolved straight away.
• Identifying and calculating the return on investment though 3C Data Logic for the
ongoing management and monitoring of data quality on your asset and property data.

What is a DINLab?
Test before you invest
DINLab is our innovation platform to
rapidly test, learn and evaluate new
services and solutions with start-ups,
early-stage growth, and new market
entrants. For many organisations, being
able to fully participate in prototyping and
proof of concept trials with new products
or solutions is not always possible on
their own, either due to lack of resources,
experience, or financial issues.
DINLab offers you the chance to
collaborate as a group of providers to
build, test and learn at speed from some
of the very best innovative technologies
and organisational design processes
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Past performance
The 3C Data Logic tool has been used successfully at
several customer sites, within both the housing and the
insurance sector. The dashboard below shows a typical
output when using PowerBI with the tool.

The use of 3C Data Logic has been a
game changer in improving the ease
and speed of analysing data quality.
We now have data we can trust and
can provide assurance to the
Westward board.
Barbara Shaw
Westward Housing Group

Who is this DINLab for?
This DINLab is for you if you want to:
• meet the data requirements of the regulator;
• provide assurance to the board that decisions
around asset and property are being based on
reliable data;
• ensure that your organisation understands the
quality and compliance of your business data, and
can proactively manage it;
• implement real-time monitoring of your data estate
and turn off the “dirty data tap”;
• reduce time-wastage in manipulating data;
• reduce the risk that business decisions are made on
inaccurate information;
• embed data management and monitoring within your
organisation;
• support data champions, data managers, data owners
and data analysts in delivering excellent quality
information to the business on assets and property
management; and
• take advantage of an opportunity to learn and share with
other like-minded providers how data quality and data
compliance can be managed.
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Process/Methodology

Stage 1
• Initial kick off meeting with sponsors and project leads with all Housing
Providers on the DINLab (one hour)
• For each housing provider taking part
• A two hour workshop to consider existing data quality management
arrangements, including current procedures, and to identify any existing
concerns. This will be with the project sponsor, project manager and
those responsible for managing, monitoring and analysing data; data
governance leads and those who are the primary users of the data
(typically board members and leadership team).
• A two hour workshop with subject matter experts for asset and property
data to determine:
		 • where asset data is held;
		 • existing integrations between systems containing asset data;
		 • current asset data processes;
		 • the desired data quality - what does good data quality mean for you;
		and
		 • identify asset data issues you may already be aware of.
• We will need either csv files containing your property and asset data, or an
Azure SQL Server database containing this data, extracted from your source
systems. We will need this for each asset data source identified during the
workshop with subject matter experts. We will need you to provide us with
your data sharing protocol for us to sign.
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Stage 2
• Using the outputs from the workshops and our existing
knowledge of common asset data quality issues, we will
configure the validation and data rules required within 3C Data
Logic. We will assess your data against the data quality
dimensions of:
• Accuracy - how well does a piece of information reflect
reality? For example, a postcode may be in a valid format but
is not the correct postcode for the address, or do you have
properties with 11 bathrooms?
• Completeness - does the data fulfil your expectations of 		
what is comprehensive? For example, you may require each
address to have the county entered.
• Consistency – does information stored in one place match
relevant data stored elsewhere? For example, if the number of
bedrooms in a property is stored both in your housing 		
management system and your asset management system,
are these valuesthe same. Are there garages with bedrooms?
• Timeliness - is your information available when it is needed?
For example, are new properties available on systems when
colleagues need them?
• Uniqueness - Is this the only instance in which this information
appears in data sources? For example, are there duplicate 		
addresses in your property information?

• Validity - Is information in a specific format, does it follow
business rules? For example, do particular property types
have a valid entry for number of bathrooms? Are postcodes
valid? Are property inspection dates after build dates?
• Accessibility – Is the information that colleagues need
easily available to them when needed? For example, data
may only be held in a spreadsheet, rather than within the
master data source of a housing management system, and
therefore is not accessible to all colleagues when needed.
• Relevance – is the information you are collecting of
relevance to your business? For example, do you have
disposed property information being held for longer than
your data retention policy stipulates?
If asset data is held in more than one place, we will also include
cross-system validation.
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Stage 3
• A two hour workshop with subject-matter experts, data
owners, data analysts, heads of service and executives to
interactively demonstrate 3C Data Logic and the data quality
issues that have been found and enabling you to look at any
other issues you suspect may be present.
• Two hour basic training session to enable you to access and
explore your data yourselves.
• 3C will produce a data quality assessment report addressing
data quality management arrangements, the existing asset
data quality and detailed information as to the asset data
errors. This report will also include the improvements
required, the recommended actions and the high-level
business case for automation.
• A one hour summary presentation of the findings, and the
actions recommended, to the leadership team, colleagues
with data roles, and any other interested parties.
• A 90 minute review workshop with other DINLab
participants to share data quality experiences and findings.

What we will need from you
• A project sponsor (leadership level).
• A project manager, to be hands on throughout the DINLab.
• Subject matter experts - those people that are primary users of property data,
for example colleagues from asset management, compliance, repairs and
maintenance, and customer services to identify the data sets to be reviewed and
to identify any areas of concern with data quality.
• We will need you to provide us with either csv files containing your property and
asset data, or an Azure SQL Server database containing this data, extracted
from your source systems.
• 3C will provide a project manager and data analyst.

Outcomes
• All components of your asset data set
will have been reviewed to assess data
quality and compliance. This will give
you an indication of data quality across
systems, enabling a risk assessment to
be completed considering the level of
the potential business risk that your
current level of data quality represents
- which can then be used to guide
investment in data cleansing,
management, and monitoring.
• Full details of the asset data issues
found will have been provided to you to
enable data cleansing to take place.
• The opportunity to use the 3C Data
Logic tool yourselves against your
asset data.
• We will provide you with a report
assessing your existing data quality
management and monitoring
arrangements and an action plan for
potential improvement.
• We will provide you with a business
case for implementing automated data
quality and compliance management
within your business.

Meet the Team

Nicky Hawkins
Head of Data Services and
Data project manager
Nicky will lead the data
project on the behalf of 3C
and will be the main point of
contact for this assignment.
Nicky has 35 years’
experience of working in the
UK social housing sector,
starting as an IT practitioner,
and later progressing to
management, executive and
board level roles.

Claire Bayliss
Director - Data supervisor/
Controller
Claire is a director of
3C and is an experienced
housing professional with a
background in housing
management. She has been
a consultant for 19 years
and has worked with over 100
landlords delivering a range
of services

James Holland
Data configurator expert

Noema Beardsworth
Data configurator expert

Jenny Danson
DINLab Director

James is a dedicated social
housing IT professional with
almost 20 years’ experience
of project management,
systems administration,
and IT management.

Noema has performed
extensive work with data in
the social housing sector over
several years, including
business intelligence,
performance, data migration,
data quality and systems
analysis; with specific
experience in Dynamics
365 solutions.

Jenny will manage the
DINLab experience for
participating organisations
and ensure the published
expectations are met.
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About 3C
Who 3C are

About DIN
DIN is a membership organisation for social housing providers
investing in innovation. We have a passion for thinking and doing
things differently. By capturing the best insights and knowledge from
all sectors, embracing disruption and innovation we inspire leaders
wanting to transform their organisation. With a hands-on approach
we explore new ways of working, test new and emerging
technologies, fresh business models and understand how to
effectively deal with disruption. We are about collaboration, sharing
and learning together.
To find out more about how we deliver this, please visit our website
at www.disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/company/disruptive-innovators-network

3C is a leading independent technology and data consultancy,
dedicated to the UK’s social housing sector. 3C focusses on
supporting registered providers to manage technology and data to
provide insight, safeguard operations and ensure excellent
services to their customers.
What 3C do
3C supports organisations to optimise the benefits of technology
and data in achieving their strategic ambition. 3C provides a
comprehensive menu of consulting and support services that will
assist organisations to deliver defined objectives, ultimately
helping them deliver not just strategic ambition, but demonstrable
social value.
What is Data Logic?
Data Logic is an enterprise strength automated data management
and processing solution.
The software delivers a best practice approach to data quality
management and compliance, to support a long term, sustainable,
data quality improvement programme.

www.3cconsultants.co.uk/

Timescales

Participation fee

DINLab webinar launch to the sector:
Monday 12 September 2022 2pm to 3pm

The cost for the DINLab is:

DINLab expressions of interest:
By Thursday 6 October 2022
DINLab starts
End October and concludes February 23
For more information or to register your interest in
this DINLab please contact Jenny Danson DINLab
Director at Jenny.Danson@
DisruptiveInnovatorsNetwork.co.uk or
telephone 07733 323 748

£9,425 for asset data for DIN and PIN Members per
organisation
£12,425 for asset data for non-members per
organisation.
You also have the option to include the following:
• The inclusion of people data, an additional
£3,080 (plus VAT).
• The inclusion of tenancy data, an additional
£3,080 (plus VAT)
For this DINLab to take place, we need a minimum of
five housing providers to take part.
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Book your organisation on this DINLab programme here
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